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The next article deals with “Reciprocity and Harmonization in Gaming
Regulation”, written jointly by my partner Kevin Weber and yours truly.
The title clearly describes the topic and the issues surrounding it.
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year as a joint venture between Canadian Gaming
Business Magazine and the International Masters of
Gaming Law (IMGL).

Lastly, this edition contains the first President’s Message from my good
friend Kelly Duncan of New Orleans, the new president of the International
Masters of Gaming Association. I very much appreciate Kelly’s continued
support and look forward to working with him.
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MESSAGE FROM THE PRESIDENT

The members of IMGL

are dedicated to education and the exchange of
professional information concerning all aspects of gaming law. Nowhere is this more apparent
than in each of the four journals that we publish. The first edition for 2012 of Canadian
Gaming Lawyer reflects the dedication and leadership of its editor, Michael D. Lipton, and the
substantive articles provided by its contributors.
During the past year, the membership of the IMGL grew nearly 20%. IMGL now has over
315 members from 35 countries, as well as members in 32 states and the District of Columbia
in the United States.
In September of last year, IMGL held its second 2011 gaming law conference in Vienna,
Austria, with over 100 delegates from 27 countries in attendance. In January, a number of
our most distinguished members spoke at ICE at the World Regulatory Briefing and the ICE
Totally Business & Law Insights Program. Additionally, the IMGL reception at ICE, held
in conjunction with Jeffrey Green Russell, was an unparalleled success with more than 225
attendees.
In April, the IMGL Spring Conference was held in beautiful Scottsdale, Arizona, where the
weather conditions were ideal. The 2012 Spring Conference focused not only on international
gaming law issues of interest to all attendees, but also on Indian Gaming in North America.
The 200 attendees came not only from the United States and Canada but also Australia, China,
Denmark, France, Germany, India, Italy, Mexico, Netherlands, Norway, Peru, Singapore,
Slovenia, South Africa, and the United Kingdom.
Other events in which IMGL and its members are involved this spring include the Gaming
Executive Summit (GES) LatAm 2012, the iGaming North America, iGaming Asia Congress,
World Regulatory Briefing Germany, iGaming Super Show in Dublin, G2E Asia in Macau
(where we will be co-hosting a reception with GLI), the ABA Gaming Law Minefield, the
Florida Gaming Summit, the Global iGaming Summit & Expo (GIGSE), the Southern
Gaming Summit, and the UNLV Internet Gaming Symposium, to name a few.
This is a very exciting time for IMGL. The number and variety of opportunities for IMGL
members to be actively involved in IMGL are significant and the prominence of IMGL in the
gaming world is unprecedented.

Kelly Duncan
President
International Masters of Gaming Law
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cover story

Online Sports Betting
in
Canada:
Recent Developments
Much has been said and written about the potential impact of single-event sports
betting on the land-based casino gaming industry in Canada. However, what has
been missing from the discussion is the potential impact this pending legislation might
have on online gaming. Current legislation banning single-event sports wagering
makes no distinction between live and online betting, and the new proposals to
change the law would impact both live and online single-event betting. Therefore, it
is important to understand the impact on the online gaming industry as well.
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By Salim Adatia, CEO, TST, A GLI Company

To begin, a recent study by the
Canadian
Gaming
Association
estimated that the value of total illegal
internet sports wagering in Canada is
likely to range from $2 billion to $4
billion, compared to about $450 million
for legal products currently available. In
other words, the number of illegal bets
in sports wagering is estimated to be as
high as four to six times that of legal
betting.
Some may interpret these figures as
an opportunity missed by Canadian
provincial lottery corporations (the
only legal purveyors of sports betting in
Canada) to provide and market services
in what is for all practical purposes a
competitive environment; however, it
must be remembered that the provincial
lottery corporations are fighting this
battle with one hand held behind their
backs. The reason: The Canadian
Criminal Code (the “Code”).
Sports betting in Canada is governed
by the Code, which (under s. 207) allows
provinces to “conduct and manage a
lottery scheme in that province,” but
which excludes, under s-s. 207 (4) (b)
of the Code, “bookmaking, pool selling
or the making or recording of bets,
including bets made through the agency
of a pool or pari-mutuel system, on any
race or fight, or on a single sport event
or athletic contest.”
Like many parts of the Code, there was
a time and place where certain clauses
were highly appropriate for the day and
time. However, as we have recently seen
with the clarification to the U.S. Wire
Act in late 2011, legislation and codes
can change with the times. Many will
argue that the aforementioned section
of the Code has run its course (no pun

intended) as it was introduced at a time
when the possibility of fixing sports
events was greater than it is today.
Today, one would not venture to be so
bold, especially given what sporting and
legislative bodies have learned from past
scandals and the current regulated state
of professional sports, as well as the
scrutiny of mass media.
The consequence of this restriction is
that today, with the exception of horse
racing, sports betting in Canada can
only include “parlay” bets, where a bet
must incorporate an element of two
different sporting events in a single
wager. That restriction may explain
why Canadians are willing to gamble
four to six times more money on foreign
agencies that offer straight bets, because
many consider the current sport betting
options to be limited and, frankly, not
overly exciting.
This restriction extends to the online
sports offerings of the provincial
lottery corporations as well. Currently,
true online sports betting, where the
complete transaction takes place online,
is offered by the British Columbia
Lottery Corporation (BCLC) and the
Atlantic Lottery Corporation (ALC).
While Ontario and Québec both provide
online information and assistance
to place bets on sporting events, the
transactions must be completed at a
lottery retailer.
The sports betting options currently
offered are more of a “lottery-style”
product than a direct bookmaking
product, which appears to be desired by
many Canadian gamblers. An additional
consideration is the impact of requiring
parlay bets to the return a gambler
might expect for placing wagers.

In traditional single-event sports
betting operations, such as those offered
in Nevada, the return to the player is
approximately 95%, whereas the return
to player from parlay betting is more in
the order of 40% to 60% because of the
difficulty of correctly determining two
or more outcomes. The combination
of more available bet types and better
returns has driven Canadian gamblers
into the arms of iGaming sites outside
of Canada.
It should be noted that many of the
most successful sites are respected
commercial operations overseas (e.g.:
in Europe), which operate under the
jurisdiction of regulatory bodies that
screen applicants for licences and that
adhere to high standards of operation.
While political pundits may still argue
their offerings to Canadian citizens
are illegal, many will disagree, stating
that online sports betting sites used
by Canadian gamblers should not be
branded as being run by organized
crime.
However, this entire state of affairs
may be about to change with the
introduction by Windsor-Tecumseh
MP Joe Comartin of a private members
bill to repeal section 207 (4) (b) of
the Code, effectively making it legal
in Canada to bet on the outcomes of
single races, fights, sporting events,
and athletic games, as long as the bets
are made at Canadian governmentrun gambling establishments or online
betting sites.
The intent behind introducing the
private member’s bill is to make legal
sports betting more competitive with
illegal sports betting and thereby
increase both the revenue to the
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draft technical standards for
sports betting which could
be seen as model standards
for online sports betting
in North America going
forward.
The
online
element
is important to consider
because
evidence
has
consistently shown that
people are driven to illegal
internet sites for the chance
to receive higher return on

“There are few jurisdictions in the world which have
comprehensive technical standards for the operation of
online sports betting sites.”
provincial lottery corporations and
the number of jobs needed by the
lottery corporations to manage the new
operations. The focus has been on the
casino side of gambling, where concerns
about revenue losses and the influence of
organized crime are greatest; however,
the legislation clearly has implications
for the sports betting offerings of the
provincial lottery corporations which
have an online presence as well.
The changes to online sports
betting resulting from this legislation
will require greater vigilance by the
provincial regulators to ensure that these
activities are put in place in a secure,
responsible, and auditable manner. The
current online gaming legislation in
Canada does not specifically address
sports betting and new or revised
technical standards to cover these
services will need to be drafted by the
regulators.
There are few jurisdictions in the
world which have comprehensive
technical standards for the operation
of online sports betting sites. The
most comprehensive standards to date
have been from the Australian state of
Tasmania, the British Channel Islands
via Alderney, and the Isle of Man. This
new change in the Code would give the
Canadian regulators the opportunity to

their wagers versus the current parlay
system discussed earlier.
As the discussion advances, it is
important for lawmakers to remember
that any new online wagering system
would need to undergo testing and
certification to ensure they are operating
in a manner that is fair and secure given
the new parameters of the revised law.
In British Columbia, BCLC has
announced its plan to offer an enhanced
betting option in the future, through
their playnow.com site, signing a threeyear agreement with sports betting
heavyweight Paddy Power to supply
product, pricing and risk management
services to its online sports betting
business commencing around summer
of 2012. It is therefore anticipated that
BCLC will introduce a whole new array
of sports betting options. Until the
Code is amended, it is foreseeable these
options will still be parlay type, and will
cover more sports and more bet types.
Based on the announcements, this
will start this year, regardless of this
new legislation, because the current
business plan for BCLC is through
existing legislation. If they were given
the option under this new law, the
BCLC could quickly upgrade their
sportsbook option to intro new types of
betting.

Some non-Canadian companies
have systems already in place with
this enhanced functionality builtin and offer this type of wagering in
other jurisdictions, such as the UK,
Alderney, Isle of Man, Gibraltar, and
other English-speaking countries.
Supporters contend that allowing
online sports wagering to offer
single-event betting would enhance
competition for legal operators much
the same way that it would for landbased operators. To illustrate the
competitive nature Canadian books
are up against, consider this comment:
Speaking on KNPR-FM’s “State of
Nevada” on February 3, 2012, Jay
Kornegay, Director of the Sportsbook
at the Las Vegas Hotel and Casino, said
his sportsbook was offering more than
350 “prop” bets for the Super Bowl,
in addition to the single event bet to,
in his words, keep bettors entertained
and engaged throughout the event. He
estimated that between 50% and 60%
of the book’s total Super Bowl-related
revenue will come from prop bets.
Las Vegas’ official tourism bureau,
the Las Vegas Convention and Visitors
Authority, estimates that the Super
Bowl attracts approximately 250,000
additional visitors to the city each year
who generate non-gaming economic
impacts equal to or greater than the
amount wagered on the game.
The Canadian Gaming Association
writes, “While most people realize
that Nevada is the only jurisdiction
in North America where single-event
sport wagering is allowed, most do not
appreciate that it is not only allowed
but part of the culture in virtually all
European countries as well as in many
other countries around the world.”
Perhaps this is why the bill has so far
survived two votes and has received
passionate support, such as this from
MP Sean Casey Charlottetown, PE,
who speaking at the bill’s second
reading on November 1, 2011, said:
“Regulated gaming provides a
legitimate way for Canadians to
gamble and, to be frank, it is a
significant source of revenue for
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governments. Illegal gambling means
lost tax revenue that provinces might
use to provide more and better
service to their citizens. One sensible
measure to combat illegal gambling
is to change the Code to allow the
provinces to regulate betting on single
sporting events. It would have the
effect of legalizing what is a common
practice and deprive organized crime
of another revenue stream. While
single-game betting is currently illegal
in most jurisdictions, it is a booming
business in other parts of the world.
Online gaming is regulated and legal
in many countries and they are reaping
the benefit from increased tax revenues
and profits. The largest component of
this online betting includes sports and
horse racing.”
As the discussion turns to the online
arena, the question, then, is where to
begin with testing and certification.
Fortunately, Canada and Europe

based TST, A GLI Company, have
been involved in the testing of sports
betting sites for many years. Having
tested numerous online sportsbooks
with the likes of Ladbrokes, Paddy
Power, Oneworks (formerly SunPlus),
Kambi Sports, Sportingbet and
William Hill, the experience and skill
set required resides in-house. It has
been proven time and again that proper
testing and certification can ensure
requirements of geo-location, age and
identity verification, and security are
successfully addressed.
This bill and its surrounding
discussion add one more facet to the
offerings of the lottery corporations
whereby they will be able to offer online
versions of the casino, poker, bingo and
sports betting of traditional gaming,
making the lottery corporations a onestop shop for the gambling experience.
Certainly, with the continued
expansion of the provincial lottery

corporations into the online gaming
space, we should see a repatriation
of gambling funds from offshore
jurisdictions back to the province
where the Canadian punter reside. The
day when players will be able to use a
single account to partake in casino,
poker, bingo, sports betting, as well
as purchase lottery products will be
a joyous day for provincial lotteries.
Should the Code changes be enacted,
offshore sites will no longer be able to
enjoy captive sports betting audiences
as the international playing field will
have been levelled. For now however,
bettors will need to find another events
to go with that bet. CgL
Mr. Salim L. Adatia is CEO of GLI Test
Labs Canada, a wholly owned subsidiary of
GLI Interactive BV that operates under the
umbrella of the Technical Systems Testing
(TST) brand.

Why take a chance?
At Dickinson Wright, we guarantee a full house of experienced
gaming attorneys - more than 25 lawyers who actively represent
gaming interests from strategically located offices in Washington,
D.C., Toronto, Detroit and Lansing.

Pictured here, clockwise from top left:
Robert W. Stocker II, Michael D. Lipton,
Peter H. Ellsworth, Dennis J. Whittlesey
Robert W. Stocker II and Michael D. Lipton
are Tier I gaming attorneys in Chambers
Global and all four lawyers pictured here
are listed in 2009 Best Lawyers in America.

We provide a full range of highly sophisticated legal services
addressing the complex array of commercial gaming issues, as
well as issues unique to Native American casinos and related
facilities - another reason Dickinson Wright has earned its
superior international reputation.
Contact:
Robert W. Stocker II at rstocker@dickinsonwright.com
Michael D. Lipton at mdliptonqc@dickinsonwright.com
Dennis J. Whittlesey at dwhittlesey@dickinsonwright.com

www.dickinsonwright.com
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nevada is
internet ready

By marK a. ClaytOn, ESQ.

The Nevada Gaming Commission (the "Commission") and State Gaming Control Board (the
"Board") on December 22, 2011, established the gaming control structure for the licensing and
regulation of internet poker, completing a process that started in 2001.
In 2001, the Nevada Legislature
amended the Nevada Gaming Control
Act to provide for the licensing of
"interactive gaming,"1 which was defined
to be the conduct of gaming through
communication technology,2 including
the internet (the "2001 Interactive
Gaming Legislation").
However, before the Commission
could adopt enabling regulations for the
2001 Interactive Gaming Legislation, the
Commission had to find that, among
other things, "interactive gaming can be
operated in compliance with all applicable
laws."3 The Board and the Commission
engaged the U.S. Department of
Justice on the question of the legality of
interactive gaming under U.S. federal law.
In August 2002, the U.S. Department of
Justice, Criminal Division, issued a letter
to the Board Chairman stating that the
Department "believes that federal law
prohibits gambling over the internet,
including, casino-style gambling." Given
this position, the Commission was
unable to make the necessary findings
and the efforts in this regard ceased.
ASSEMBLY BILL 258
Ten years later, proponents of internet
poker entered into the legislative process
in Nevada, the result was Assembly Bill
258 (2011). The 2001 Interactive Gaming
Legislation, as amended by Assembly
Bill 258, (collectively, the "Interactive
Gaming Law") establish a comprehensive
framework for the regulation of
interactive gaming by the Board and
Commission. The Interactive Gaming
Law specifically mandated that the
Commission adopt regulations to govern

the licensing and operation of interactive
gaming.
However, similar to the 2001
Interactive Gaming Legislation, the
Interactive Gaming Law provides that
licenses to operate interstate interactive
gaming do not become effective until
U.S. federal law authorizes such gaming
or the U.S. Department of Justice
notifies the Board or Commission that
such gaming is permissible under federal
law. Absent such actions, interactive
gaming would have to be operated only
in Nevada on an in-state basis.
LICENSING CLASSIFICATIONS
The Interactive Gaming Law creates
three licensing classifications: (a) operator
of an interactive gaming system; (b)
interactive gaming service provider;
and (c) manufacturer of an interactive
gaming system or equipment associated
with an interactive gaming system. Only
an entity licensed as an operator of an
interactive gaming system may offer
interactive gaming to the public. Those
businesses that provide technology and
other support to an operator must be
licensed as an interactive gaming service
provider and an entity that designs and
develops an interactive gaming system or
associated equipment must be licensed as
a manufacturer.
Operator. There are certain requirements
that must be satisfied before the
Commission may grant an operator's
license. For Clark County, Nevada
(which includes Las Vegas), only licensed
hotel casinos that meet the definition
of a "resort hotel"4 may be licensed as

an operator of interactive gaming. For
Washoe County, Nevada (which includes
Reno), only licensed hotel casinos that
have at least 120 rooms, one bar, one
restaurant, and gaming area of at least
18,000 square feet, with at least 1,600
slot machines, 40 table games, and a race
and sports book may be licensed as an
operator of interactive gaming. Finally,
for all other counties, only casinos that
have held a nonrestricted gaming license
for at least five years (and meet other
minimum requirements) may be licensed
as an operator of an interactive gaming
system.5
However, the Interactive Gaming
Law provides that, notwithstanding
these “bricks and mortar” requirements,
the "Commission may issue a license to
operate interactive gaming to an applicant
that meets any qualifications established
by [U.S.] federal law regulating the
licensure of interactive gaming."6
Service Provider. An entity must be licensed
as an interactive gaming system provider
if it acts on behalf of a licensed operator
and provides any of the following: "(1)
manages, administers or controls wagers
that are initiated, received or made on an
interactive gaming system; (2) manages,
administers or controls the games with
which wagers that are initiated, received
or made on an interactive gaming
system are associated; (3) maintains or
operates the software or hardware of an
interactive gaming system; (4) provides
the trademarks, trade names, service
marks or similar intellectual property
under which an establishment licensed
to operate interactive gaming identifies
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its interactive gaming system to patrons;
(5) provides information regarding
persons to an establishment licensed
to operate interactive gaming via a
database or customer list; or (6) provides
products, services, information or assets
to an establishment licensed to operate
interactive gaming and receives therefor
a percentage of gaming revenue from
the establishment's interactive gaming
system."7
Manufacturer. Any manufacturer of an
interactive gaming system must also
be licensed by the Commission. A
manufacturer is defined to include an
entity that: (a) manufactures, produces,
designs, or maintains a copyright over the
interactive gaming system; (b) directs,
controls or assumes responsibility for,
any method or process in item (a); or (c)
assembles the interactive gaming system.8
Also, any manufacturer of "associated
equipment" that is used in the interactive
gaming system must also be licensed by
the Commission.
LICENSING COMPONENTS
Licensing Fees. The initial licensing
fee imposed upon an operator is
US$500,000 for the first two years and
then US$250,000 per year. A licensed
internet gaming service provider is
charged US$1,000 for an initial fee and
US$1,000 for each annual renewal. A
licensed manufacturer of an interactive
gaming system is charged an initial fee
of US$125,000 for the first year and then
US$25,000 each year thereafter.
Taxation. All gross revenue earned by
the operator of interactive gaming shall
be taxed at the same rate as exists for a
traditional casino, unless any federal law
provides for a similar tax.
Regulations. The Commission adopted the
enabling regulations (the "Regulations")
for the Interactive Gaming Law on
December 22, 2011. The Regulations
are a comprehensive set of requirements
governing the operation of interactive
gaming systems.
Even though there is no specific
limitation in the Interactive Gaming

Law, the Regulations provide interactive
gaming will be limited to poker.9
The
Regulations
establish
requirements for the internal controls,
the detection and prevention of criminal
activities, production of records, house
rules. In regards to patron accounts
and funds, the Regulations address the
requirements necessary to allow a person
to open wagering accounts and play
on the interactive gaming system and
require an operator to establish reserves
in the amount of all patron funds held
by the operator. In regards to patron
disputes, the operators may first use
informal arbitration and then the Board's
existing mechanism for addressing player
patron disputes can be utilized.
Operators must establish self exclusion
programs and programs for the detection
and reporting of suspicious transactions
and criminal activities.
Until there is U.S. federal laws
authorizing interstate internet gaming,
the operations must be limited to Nevada.
The Regulations provide that an operator
cannot accept wagers from patrons in
jurisdictions other than Nevada unless
U.S. federal law authorizes such or the
U.S. Department of Justice notifies
the Board or Commission that such is
permissible. Assuming that either so
occurs, then the operator must request
administrative approval from the Board
Chairman before being offering interstate
internet gaming.
Accounting Standards. The Board's Audit
Division is finalizing the new Minimum
Internal Control Standards for interactive
gaming. Given the prior drafts, the
Minimum Internal Control Standards
will establish accounting controls in such
areas as physical access and maintenance
controls, network security, remote
access, systems parameters, structure
of information technology department,
user accounts, backup and recovery,
recordkeeping,
account
transfers,
registering players, protection of player
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

NRS 463.750 to NRS 463.780, inclusive.
NRS 463.016425.
NRS 463.750(2)(a).
NRS 463.01865.
NRS 463.750(3)
NRS 463.750(5).
Sec. 3(5) of Senate Bill 218 (2011).

accounts, contests/tournaments, required
system reports and reporting, and
accounting and auditing standards. The
Minimum Internal Control Standards
can be found on the Board's website.10
Technical Standards.
The
Board's
Technology Division is finalizing the
new Technical Standards for interactive
gaming. Given the prior drafts, the
Technical Standards will address
requirements regarding gaming accounts,
game sessions, gaming systems, software,
network security, record creation, game
operation, documentation and required
reports, and equipment associated
with interactive gaming systems. The
Technical Standards can be found on the
Board's website.11
CONCLUSION
As
Commission
Chairman
Bernhard noted immediately prior
to the Commission's adoption of the
Regulations:
I think that the industry itself is moving to
recognize that this is a new day in the sense
that this type of gaming has been something
that there have been strong objections to from
a philosophical standpoint, from a technology
standpoint, but I think we're at the point
now where we can implement that and be
comfortable with it. We're addressing all of
the issues that might come up in the best way
possible based on our current knowledge base.
And then, with the Commission's
unanimous approval of the Regulations,
Nevada became internet ready. CGL
Mark A. Clayton is a Shareholder of Lionel
Sawyer & Collins. Prior to joining the Firm,
Mr. Clayton served for four years as a Member
of the State Gaming Control Board a position
which he served until December 31, 2008.
Before joining the Board, he held corporate
legal and general counsel positions three public
gaming companies. Mr. Clayton started his
legal career in private practice, with an emphasis
on corporate, commercial and securities law.
8
9

NRS 463.01715.
NGC Reg. 5A.140. Poker is defined to be the traditional forms
of non-banked player-to-player poker, plus any variations thereof
approved by Board Chairman. NGC Reg. 5A.020(8)
10 www.gaming.nv.gov/internal_control_info.htm.
11 www.gaming.nv.gov/stats_regs_history.htm#tech_standards.
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By Michael D. Lipton, Q.C.
and Kevin J. Weber

Reciprocity and Harmonization

in Gaming Regulation
In recent years, and indeed in recent weeks, there has been considerable progress made in harmonizing
rules and regulations relating to the regulation of online gaming, including common standards on
licensing, sharing of information obtained on investigations, and reciprocal suitability approvals of
key individuals and entities. As this progress is made, there is every reason to extend these advances
to registration of individuals and entities involved in land-based gaming.
On March 24, 2011, a “Green Paper”
published by the European Commission
initiated a consultation which had among
its goals (i) identifying if current rules
applicable to online gaming services at the
EU level ensure the coexistence of national
systems, and (ii) determining if greater
cooperation at European Union (“EU”)
level might help the Member States of the
EU achieve the objectives of their gaming
policy more effectively. On November
15, 2011, the European Parliament voted
to adopt the recommendations of the
Creutzmann Report, which arose from
the investigations of the Committee
on the Internal Market and Consumer
Protection, and which ran parallel to

the Green Paper consultation. The
Creutzmann Report argues in favour of
greater coordination in the regulation of
online gaming across the EU, including
recommendations for common standards
on licensing. In late March 2012, news
reports indicated that a Memorandum
of Understanding (“MOU”) between
gaming regulators in France, the UK,
Italy, and Spain concerning online
gaming might be announced in the near
future.
Outside Europe, we have witnessed
traditional land-based gaming regulators
such as the Nevada Gaming Control
Commission (the “NGCC”) and the
Alcohol and Gaming Commission of

Ontario (“AGCO”) enter into MOUs
with established online gaming regulators
such as the Alderney Gambling Control
Commission and Malta’s Lotteries
and Gaming Authority (“LGA”) in
preparation for entering the field of
online gaming. According to an article
in “Tax-News.com,” the MOU between
the AGCO and the LGA “provides
for the exchange of information on
eligibility assessments of applications
as well as compliance and regulatory
assurance activities with respect to
gaming. Both jurisdictions have also
agreed to possible joint, cooperative and
collaborative inspections, investigations,
and enforcement activities.”
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The Green Paper indicated that while
it was focused on online gaming, a
number of the questions it raised were
relevant to the regulation of land-based
gaming. As online gaming operators
and related individuals and entities are
approved to operate in a number of
jurisdictions based on a cooperative
model of licensure, the rationale for
maintaining a regulatory model for
land-based gaming that does not include
similarly cooperative measures between
regulatory jurisdictions becomes less and
less supportable.
There is a real need for gaming
operators and suppliers, and the key
individuals and related companies
associated with those entities, to
be subject to separate due diligence
investigations from every jurisdiction in
which they wish to operate. However,
where each of those due diligence
investigations commences from first
principles, despite the existence of a
complete record of the investigations
carried out by comparable jurisdictions,
the regulatory system is creating costly
and unnecessary complications.
The first step in this process has
been the adoption of a uniform
application form for business entities
and individuals that are licensed or that
have received findings of suitability
in multiple jurisdictions. A universal
“Multi-Jurisdictional Personal History
Disclosure Form” was developed by the
International Association of Gaming
Regulators (the “IAGR”) a number
of years ago, and it has been adopted
by a large number of major gaming
jurisdictions. This universal form
allows individuals to review and update
information on a single form; however,
most jurisdictions that use this form
also require the applicant to complete a
“supplemental” form that asks questions
not on the universal form.
However, no similar universal form
has been adopted to allow for similar
efficiencies in the business entities’
disclosure obligations that are licensed in

“There is a real need for gaming operators and suppliers, and
the key individuals and related companies associated with those
entities, to be subject to separate due diligence investigations
from every jurisdiction in which they wish to operate.”
multiple jurisdictions. In late February
2012, the IAGR confirmed it is exploring
creation of such a “Multi-Jurisdictional
Business Entity” form.
Another continuing inefficiency arises
where licensed entities must submit to
reinvestigation by regulators in order
to renew their licenses. While universal
licence renewal application forms could
also be developed for this purpose, the
true answer to this situation would be
reciprocity agreements between the
major gaming regulatory jurisdictions
that would either eliminate the need
for reinvestigation, or at least curtail
the extent of such investigation. As an
example, where a Nevada licensee and
the entities and individuals related to that
licensee, have the subject of extensive
and costly background investigations
by the NGCC, no purpose is served by
the AGCO commencing the process of
duplicating all of the efforts and expenses
expended by the NGCC a few months
later. The AGCO should have the
authority to rely upon the investigations
conducted by reciprocal jurisdictions,
which would likely include the NGCC.
This is not to suggest that regulatory
agencies
should
delegate
their
investigative functions to the gaming
regulators of other jurisdictions.
However, where an entity or individual
has recently been investigated by a
regulator that is well-known and
respected in the industry, the next
regulator
assessing
those
same
individuals and entities should not start
its investigation from first principles.
Relying on reciprocal agreements, the
major regulatory jurisdictions already
have the ability to call upon and
review the full record of each others’
investigations. They should be able to use
the findings from these investigations

as a starting point, conducting
supplemental investigations to confirm
that the information in the existing file
remains current, or to pursue points
of inquiry where they are not satisfied
with the manner in which the previous
regulator disposed of an issue or concern.
Gaming regulators that adopt these
methods would improve the competitive
positions of their jurisdictions by
eliminating costs to the industry which
are presently being incurred without
adding anything to the achievement
of their regulatory goals. The first
jurisdictions to adopt these reciprocal
agreements will find themselves in
the prestigious role of setting the
“gold standard” for investigatory and
regulatory thoroughness – a benefit
which could be reaped by regulators in
jurisdictions that are newer to gaming.
In this interconnected business world,
it is in the interests of all those involved
in the gaming industry to “weed out”
bad actors, and reciprocal agreements
of this sort would assist in this regard
by raising the regulatory standards of
all jurisdictions. The benefits of moving
toward harmonization and reciprocity in
gaming regulation are real and apparent,
and every effort should be made to
overcome any obstacles or inertia that
lies in the path of this goal. CGL
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